Spain and Portugal

Global Solutions
Local Expertise
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Sedgwick is a leading global provider of loss adjusting services and claims management
solutions. With over 50 years of experience and more than 900 offices, our 21,000
colleagues located in 65 countries, we offer a unique combination of innovation and
technical capabilities in a wide range of disciplines.
Leader in claims management and loss
adjusting services worldwide
We strive to cut down on the complexity
of processes and offer a service with a
unique combination of stability,
innovation and technical capacity in
a wide range of business lines.

Response capacity
Sedgwick is one of the biggest suppliers
on a global scale of loss adjusting and
claims management solutions. That is
why, with the help of local experts, we
can respond quickly to the needs of
our customers.

Digital strategy
The ability to employ technological tools
in today’s disasters is a vital component;
from being able to use drones to get an
early view of the most inaccessible
damages, to using live video-call tools
to shorten timescales or having online
accessibility to claims data to help our
clients make faster and more accurate
decisions. Without doubt, the intelligent
use of new technologies becomes a
powerful tool in the hands of our experts.

We provide service to the insurance
market:
• Insurance companies
• Reinsurers
• Brokers
• Lloyd’s Syndicates
• Multinational companies
• Risk managers

21,000
colleagues

65

countries

For more information or to appoint
an expert on a new instruction,
please contact:
Ana Franco de Sarabia
Country Manager –
Spain and Portugal

T +34 682 498 845
M +34 91 566 3215
E ana.francodesarabia@es.sedgwick.com

Botelho Vaz
Portugal Director

T +351 224 834 092
M +351 919 857 370
E botelho.vaz@pt.sedgwick.com

900
offices

65+

languages spoken

3.8 million
claims managed
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Specialty lines
We have specialist in all fields, offering loss adjusting services and claims
management solutions in both home claims and SMEs as well as major and
complex loss and catastrophes.
Industry and machinery breakdown
We handle the claim from start to finish,
offering immediate assistance including
early contact and regular communication
with the necessary specialists: cause
investigation teams, salvage of goods
and initial machinery recovery. This way
we can achive a reduction in damages
and the client’s satisfaction.
• Motor
• Co-generation
• Distribution
• Steel industry
Mario Linaje
M +34 634 407 081
E mario.linaje@es.sedgwick.com

Construction
We have faced the most severe and
complex claims related to all types of
civil and building works. Our technical
team comes from the construction
sector, providing their expert
knowledge to the insurance market
and thus guaranteeing success in
the investigation of cause and claim
adjustment.
• Construction all risks
• Construction liability
• ALOP/Delayed start-up
• Pathologies
• Catastrophe
Roberto Sánchez
M +34 682 498 847
E roberto.sanchez@es.sedgwick.com

Power
Throughout the world, electricity
systems are evolving towards new, more
sustainable and distributed generation
technologies, forcing changes in
infrastructure and regulations. This is
why we are faced with claims, which
need a high level of specialization and
knowledge from a power expert.
• Generation
• Transport and distribution
• Loss of profit
• Supply interruptions
Alejandro Cruz
M +34 682 498 846
E alejandro.cruz@es.sedgwick.com

Maritime shipping and transport
Due to its own nature, the maritime
industry faces several challenges: vessels,
ships’ crews, and cargo are constantly
exposed to many risks, whether they are
on board or at a port terminal. Also,
several parties join the supply chain
from different locations, and they often
have opposite interests, with the
shipping and storage of merchandise
being subject to complex national and
international laws and regulations.
• Goods
• Maritime liability
• Hull and machinery breakdown
• Project cargo
• Marine and cargo third party
administration
Carlos Mantecas
M +34 605 699 750
E carlos.mantecas@es.sedgwick.com
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Environment
Environmental incidents and their
consequences require prompt identification
and quantification of damage, as well as,
the implementation of appropriate
remediation and follow-up measures.
Our highly qualified expertise assures
our clients of fulfilment of the processes
and attainment of the objectives.
• Maritime spills
• Forest fires
• Mines and landfills
• Industrial installations
• Underground environment
Juan García-Cubillana
M +34 670 788 374
E juan.garciacubillana@es.sedgwick.com

Liability and legal
Liability claims need a multi-disciplinary
approach, co-ordinated by a liability
expert. We adjust and manage claims for
insurers, corporate and captive accounts
in Spain, Portugal and abroad, providing
cost-effective solutions.
• General and public liability
• Product liability and recall
• Employers and professional liability
• Fraud investigation and recovery
• Bodily Injury
Francisco López de la Serna
M +34 682 498 847
E francisco.lopezdelaserna@es.sedgwick.com

With claims, it is essential to maintain fluid communication between the parties
involved, and for this reason we provide a system of management with just one
contact point supplying regular updates regarding the claim.

Personal lines
Our aim is to make loss adjusting a
positive experience for the policyholder
and to add value to our client, based on
the combination of a highly qualified
team and the most advanced technical
innovations in the market.
• On-site and remote loss adjusting
• Repairer management
• Catastrophe
• Risk inspections
TPA (Third Party Administration)
Our breadth of experience in the
administration of any type of claims with
delegated authority guarantees a highly
professional and personalized result;
agile, efficient and always providing
value to our clients and their customers.
• Home and SMEs
• Liability
• Automotive
• Catastrophe
Eva del Campo
M +34 660 916 459
E eva.delcampo@es.sedgwick.com

Patrimoniais (Portugal)
We are ready to service Property and
Liability claims in commercial lines and
retail industry. We have full coverage in
Portugal through our Offices in Lisbon
and Porto.
• Property
• General Liability
• Private Clients
• Real Estate
Marisa Lopes
M +351 911 813 391
E marisa.lopes@pt.sedgwick.com

Other specialty lines
Cyber
In a changing and increasingly
exposed industry, cyber claims need
an adapted and modular solution. We
offer services to clients, brokers and
insurance companies.
• Risk verification
• Cyber security monitoring and
management
• Loss adjusting and forensic IT
• Incident remediation
Francisco Martin Caro
M +34 691 039 997
E francisco.caro@es.sedgwick.com

Real estate
Due to the specific needs of our real
estate clients, we have a dedicated
team that offers an immediate and
agile response, providing confidence
and personalized service to the insured
party through a single point of contact.
Juan Carlos Sánchez
M +34 691 437 184
E juancarlos.sanchez@es.sedgwick.com

Hotel industry
We are highly specialized in responding,
nationally and internationally, to the
different types of claims, both in liability
and in property, understanding the
needs of the parties, as well as, the
operation and regulations of these
industrial installations.

Fine art and private clients
The art, antique and jewellery sector
is a niche market needing highly
specialized expertise. We guarantee
agility in our response, understanding
the essential requirement to offer a
high level of attention.
• Risk verification
• Reports on state of conservation
• Valuation of art works
• Transport and packaging
• Loss adjustment of claims
• Restoration of art works
Alberto Dominguez
M +34 649 681 586
E alberto.dominguez@es.sedgwick.com

Financial lines
Our team of economists and
accountants, experts in valuations
and fraud investigations provide
forensic accounting services,
quantification of economic loss,
financial analysis and valuation
services for insurance companies,
lawyers, industry, business and all
types of corporations.
• Loss of income
• Valuation of intangible assets
• Fraud and employee dishonesty
• Loss of stock
• Audits
Elena Martín
M +34 649 425 805
E elena.martin@es.sedgwick.com

Francisco Peydró
M +34 669 936 318
E francisco.peydro@es.sedgwick.com
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International co-ordination
Service to Spanish and Portuguese companies with international operations,
and to foreign companies with interests in Spain and Portugal.

All claims are centrally managed by an
account supervisor giving our clients a
single point of contact.

In addition to being responsible for the
assignment and co-ordination of the
specialists required for each claim, the
account supervisor makes sure that the
client’s interests are taken into account
locally in each country.

Contact details
T +34 915 663 247
M +34 915 663 220
E international-desk@es.sedgwick.com

Sedgwick offices
Coverage

Afghanistan
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Bahamas
Bahrain
Belgium
Bolivia
Brazil
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia
Curaçao
Cyprus
Denmark
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France
Germany
Greece
Guam
Hong Kong
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Kenya
Korea
Kuwait
Malaysia
Mexico

Netherlands
New Zealand
Nigeria
Oman
Pakistan
Papua New Guinea
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russia
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
Slovakia

South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Taiwan
Thailand
Trinidad
Turkey
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States
Venezuela
Vietnam
Zambia

Digital strategy
At Sedgwick we have opted for the development of solutions adapted to the
claims field; effective tools to simplify processes, reduce management costs,
save on compensation requested and effective fraud detection.
We’re determined to lead the field in developing digital solutions. What drives our digital strategy is the belief that technology
should satisfy one or more of the following criteria:

Improved customer experience

€

Personalized, intuitive, effective, fast, clear

Reduced cost on compensation
and processing
Self-service, improved communication

Reduced timescales
Effective protocols, adapted tools,
loss adjusting report generators

A better global insight
Business interruption, digital data,
analytical capability

Customer portal
access 24/7/365

Loss adjustment
video tool

Drones: access to
inaccessible places

Cell phone connectivity
for loss adjusters

Generated online reports:
business interruption

Own management
system
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Global solutions.
Local expertise.

Alicante
Salvador Sanchis Galiana
T +34 965 218 034
M +34 658 582 686
E salvador.sanchis@es.sedgwick.com

Oviedo

Barcelona
Fernando Leal
M +34 605 123 278
E fernando.leal@es.sedgwick.com

Sevilla
Eduardo González
T +34 954 539 650
M +34 629 488 333
E eduardo.gonzalez@es.sedgwick.com

Bilbao
Mario Linaje
T +34 9144 568 941
M +34 634 407 081
E mario.linaje@es.sedgwick.com

For more information, visit Sedgwick.com/es

Ignacio Campilo
T +34 985 112 189
M +34 657 817 240
E ignacio.campilo@es.sedgwick.com

Valencia
Francisco Peydró
T +34 961 225 228
M +34 669 936 318
E francisco.peydro@es.sedgwick.com

Madrid
Ana Franco de Sarabia
T +34 91 566 3215
M +34 682 498 845
E ana.francodesarabia@es.sedgwick.com

Oporto (Portugal)
Botelho Vaz
T +351 224 834 092
M +351 919 857 370
E botelho.vaz@pt.sedgwick.com

Málaga
Alberto Dominguez
T +34 952 103 022
M +34 649 681 586
E alberto.dominguez@es.sedgwick.com

Lisboa (Portugal)
Marisa Lopes
T +351 219 582 536
M +351 911 813 391
E marisa.lopes@pt.sedgwick.com
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